Abstract. The maximal minor polytope Fire, . is the Newton polytope of the product of all maximal minors of an m x n matrix of indeterminates. The family of polytopes {HI,.} interpolates between the symmetric transportation polytope (for m = n -l) and the permutohedron (for m = 2). Both transportation polytope and the permutohedron are simple polytopes but in general Fire,. is not simple. The main result of this paper is an explicit construction of a class of simple vertices of l'I.,,, for general m and n. We call them vertices of diagonal type. For every such vertex v we explicitly describe all the edges and facets of Fir.,. which contain v. Simple vertices of FI,,., have an interesting algebro-geometric application: they correspond to nonsingular extreme toric degenerations of the determinantal variety of m x n matrices not of full rank.
Introduction
In this paper we study the Newton polytope HI,. of the product of all maximal minors of an m x n matrix of indeterminates, where n > m _> 2. This is a lattice polytope in the space R m• of real m x n matrices. The study of HI,. had begun in [7] , where it was shown that it appears naturally in various algebro-geometric and analytic contexts. In particular, it was conjectured in [7-] that maximal minors form a universal Gr6bner basis for their ideal, and this has been proven in [1] by exploring the combinatorial structure of vertices of Fire,..
The polytope Fire, . exhibits a remarkably rich combinatorial structure which is still far from being completely understood. Its dimension is equal to (m -1)(n -1) but even this most basic fact was not given a direct proof in [7] : it was deduced from the interpretation of Hr.,. as the Chow polytope of the * Andrei Zelevinsky was partially supported by the NSF under Grant DMS-9104867.
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P. Santhanakrishnan and A. Zelevinsky determinantal variety Vm,. = {X ~ C "• rk(X) < m}. A direct combinatorial proof of the equality dim(rim,.)= (m-1)(n-1) is a consequence of the technique developed in this present paper.
If m = n-1, then I-I._l. . is the transportation polytope of nonnegative (n -1) • n matrices having all row sums equal to n and all column sums equal to n -1 [7, Theorem 2.8] . If m --2, then 112,. is the permutohedron, which is the convex hull in R 2 • of all n! matrices obtained from n-1 n-2 ---1 0 ) 0 1 ... n-2 n-1 by permuting columns [7, Proposition 1.12] . Thus the family {11,..,} interpolates between the transportation polytope and the permutohedron. Both transportation polytope and the permutohedron are known to be simple polytopes [5] , [9] , i.e., for each of them the edges going out of each vertex generate a simplicial cone. It was shown in [7] that the polytope 113.5 is also simple but I'I3, 6 is not simple. The main result of this present paper is an explicit construction of a class of simple vertices of I-Ira,, for general m and n. We call them vertices of diagonal type. For every such vertex v we explicitly describe all the edges and facets of rim," which contain v. Simple vertices of 11m, n have an interesting algebro-geometric meaning: every such vertex corresponds to an extreme toric degeneration of V.,. which represents a smooth point of the closure of the torus orbit of Vm,. on the Chow variety [4] , [6, Theorem 1.10] .
Our point of departure is the Support Theorem from [7] . It gives the characterization of all possible supports of vertices of rim,. Support Theorem [7, Theorem 3.6] . Let Ja ..... Jm be subsets of [n] , and ) is the secondary polytope of the product of two simplices A m-1 x A "-'-1 [3] whose vertices correspond to regular triangulations of A '~-~ x A "-~-1. We hope that other support faces of Fir.,. also admit a nice geometric interpretation, and we feel that the study of the secondary polytope should benefit from its comparison with other support faces. One of the main motivations for this paper was to gain a better understanding of the structure of support faces.
It was conjectured in Conjecture 3.8 of [71 that all support faces of Fire,. have the same dimension (m -1Xn -m -1). The technique developed here enables us to prove it for n < 6 (Proposition 5.8 below). In general, we prove only the inequality dim(Flm,.(Z)) < (m -1)(n -m -1) (Theorem 1.1 below). We establish the conjecture for some special class of supports, which we call supports of diagonal type. Such a support is specified by a sequence c = (c 1 ..... cm-1) of distinct indices in [n] . It is defined by the following construction. We define successively IIm,. _~ S",. _~ Tin... We view S,.,. as the "second approximation" to IIm,.. In some interesting special cases this approximation is exact, i.e., l-I,... = S,.,.. This is true for the permutohedron 172,. (see, e.g., [9] ) and for 173.5 [7] . Now Theorem 0.2 says that every simple vertex of 17,.,. of diagonal type is also a vertex of S.,,.. It is conceivable that this is true for all simple vertices of 17~,.. It would be interesting to study the polytope Sin,. in more detail, in particular to classify its vertices and/or its simple vertices. For example, it seems plausible that the Support Theorem remains true for S,....
The class of supports and vertices of diagonal type is less restrictive than it seems. Our polytope Hm,. has a big group of symmetries S,. x S. acting by permutations of rows and columns, and the statements such as simplicity of a vertex, or the value of the dimension of a support set are preserved by these symmetries. It turns out that diagonal and pointed diagonal matching fields from [7] give rise to vertices of diagonal type. These and other examples are treated in Section 5. Still for general m and n not every support set can be obtained from a support of diagonal type by permutations of rows and columns.
The notion of the lexicographically first matching field makes sense for arbitrary support sets, not only for supports of diagonal type. It would be interesting to classify support sets such that the corresponding lexicographically first matching field defines a very simple vertex. We prove that if n < 6, then every support set can be transformed into such a position by permutations of rows and columns (Proposition 5.8 below).
The material of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 1 we prove that the dimension of every support face of H,.,. is not greater than (m -1)(n -m -1) (Theorem 1.1). Sections 2 and 3 contain some technical preparations. In Section 4 we describe the normal cones of 17.,,. at vertices of diagonal type. Examples are discussed in Section 5.
I. Dimensions of Support Faces: An Upper Bound
In this section we prove the following result.
Theorem 1.1. The dimension of every support face of I~m, n is not 9rearer than (m-1Xn-m -1).
Proof As already mentioned in the Introduction, the polytope 17,.,. lies in the affine subspace of R'~ x" consisting of matrices having all row sums equal to ( n ) and all column sums equal to (n --11). Let E c R"~ • denote the vector subspace of matrices with all row and column sums equal to 0. Then all the edges of H,.,. belong to E. We have codim(E) = m + n --1 hence dim(E) = (m --1)(n - 
The Simplicity Criterion: Attractors and Circuits
In this section we give a simplicity criterion for vertices of I-I~,.. We start with an almost obvious general criterion and then specialize it for our situation. Let P be a polytope in some affine subspace of R N, and let v be a vertex of P. Let E = R N be a vector subspace of dimension M containing all edges of P. Let pos(v-P)~ E denote the cone generated by all vectors v-v' for v'e P, and N~(P) ~ E* be the normal cone of P at v, i.e., Nv(P) = {q~eE*: ~p(v -v') > 0 for v' ~ P} (so the cones pos(v -P) and N,(P) are dual to each other). Proof Let C c E be the cone generated by el ..... e~t, and let C' c E* be the cone generated by ~01 ..... tp~a. Since the bases are dual, the cones C and C' are dual to each other. By the assumptions, C ~ pos(v -P) and C' ~ N~(P). On the other hand, passing to dual cones reverses inclusions, so No(P ) = pos(v -P)* C* = C' and pos(v -P) = No(P)* ~ C'* = C. We conclude that C = pos(v -P) and C' = No(P), which gives all our statements.
q~M} is a basis orE* such that all forms tpi belon9 to No(P), and all vectors el ..... eM in the dual basis of E belon9 to pos(v -P). Then
[] We apply Proposition 2.1 for P = H .... E c R -• is the subspace of matrices with zero row and column sums, and v is a vertex of I-Ira,. encoded by a coherent matching field A = (A~). Therefore, in our situation M = (m -1Xn -1). For any two subsets I c [m], J c [n] we define ~01s e E* by ~o~j = ~i~1,j~a ~oij (the forms ~oij were defined in Section 1). Since Fir,.. consists of matrices with nonnegative entries, -tpijeNv(Hm..) for all (i,j)~supp (v) . In all our examples the family {~01 ..... ~0u} from Proposition 2.1 consists of m(m -1) forms of the type -tplj for (i,j) q~ supp(v) and of (m -1)(n -m -1) forms of the type tpij for some balanced pairs (I, J) (see the Introduction for the definition of balanced pairs).
Let us reformulate the condition ~o~j e No(rim,.) in combinatorial terms. We say that a pair (I, J) is an attractor for a matching field A = (A,) if for each m-element subset tr ~ [n] we have 1 = A,(a c~ J) or A,(a c~ J) c I (depending on which set is smaller). Proof. The inclusion q~j e NvtA~(I-Ir,.n) means that the sum of matrix entries ~iE1,j~] xli attains its maximum on II., n at v(A). The contribution of a matching A~, to this sum is not greater than min(card(I), card(a n J)), and it attains this value precisely when I c A~(tr n J) or A'(a n J) c I. This proves our proposition. [] The proof of Proposition 2.2 allows us to refine it as follows. [] We close this section by recalling the description of edges of IIm. ~ given in [7] . For our present purposes we reformulate it as follows. By a circuit matrix we mean a matrix of the form C = A, -A~,, where A, and A~, are two different matchings with the same support a, such that the permutation A~-~ o A" of [m] has only one cycle of length > 1 in its cycle decomposition. This is essentially proven in Proposition 1.9 of [7] .
Greedy Supports and Greedy Matching Fields
Here we introduce the greedy algorithm for constructing a coherent matching field with a given support set. This algorithm does not always work, and we characterize the support sets for which it does. 
1} (3)
If j, j' EJk,j < j', andj'eJ, thenj~J.
All of them are proven by contradiction.
Proof of (1). Suppose ttiCJ for some ie[k-1].
Since k < card(J), and m -1 -k < n -1 -card(J) = card(J-~{gi}), we can choose an m-element subset a c [n] so that card(a n J) = k and/~i e a. By Lemma 3.3, Ao(/Q e [k] so [k] r
Ao(a c~ 3). Hence ([k], J) is not an attractor.
Proof of (2) . Suppose (J\{#1 ..... #k-l}) n Jk ~ ~. Since {/q ..... #k-l} C ,I k by Proposition 3.2, it follows that card(J n Jk) > k. Take a = Jk w {j} for some j e Jk\J. Then card(a n J) > k but [k] r Ao(a n J) because k can be only equal to
Ao(j). Hence ([k], J) is not an attractor.
Proof of (3). Suppose j, j' e Jg, j < j', j' e J but j ~ J. Take [,emma 3. 
), J(k -], l) c J(k, I). Consider two cases.
(a) card(a n J(k, l)) >_ k. Then card(tr n J(k -1,/)) > k -1, so by induction Jx ..... Jk-1 ~tr n J(k --1, I) ~ a c~ J(k, l) . By Lemma 3.6, Jk ~ a C~ J(k, l), hence ([k], J(k, l) ) is an attractor for A,.
(b) card(a n J(k,/)) _< k -1. Then card(a n J(k -1, 1)) _< k -1, so by induction a c~ J (k -1, l) J(k,/) )\{ix, ...,jk_ ~} = {if}, then by Lemma 3.6 Jk = #', and we are done again.
[]
Vertices of Diagonal Type
In this section we introduce a class of vertices of diagonal type of Hm,, and describe the cone of rim., at every such vertex. We fix a sequence c = (c~ . This theorem has two important corollaries. 
4)
where Eki is a matrix unit. Equality (4.3) is proven by inspection (we need the fact that both j and j' belong to Jk+, but this follows from (4.2)). To show that our proposition is true for Cki we need to include {j,f} into an m-element ,,(J 1 ..... J,,) be the corresponding support face of I-I.,.,. The polytope F is naturally identified with the secondary polytope of the product A m-~ x A"-"-~ of two standard simplices (see Proposition 3.11 of [7] and 3E.3 of [3] ), so its vertices are in one-to-one correspondence with regular triangulations of A m-~ x A"-"-1. The matching field A(c) is the pointed diagonal matching field considered in Example 1.4 of [7] . The vertex v(c) corresponds to the standard triangulation of A"-1 x A n-m-1 used in algebraic topology (see, e.g., [2] ).
Examples
The set T introduced in Section 4 takes the form
By Lemma 4.5, the matrix entries (xlj: (i,j)e ~r) form a system of coordinates for F. Expressing the forms from Corollary 4.3 in terms of these coordinates, we see that the normal cone Nvcc)( Example 5.3. Let T,,,. and S=,, be polytopes as considered at the end of the Introduction. The polytope H2. . is the permutohedron, and it is well known that I-I2.n = $2.~ (see, e.g., I-9]). Every vertex of H2. . can be made a vertex of diagonal type by a permutation of rows and columns, since all the vertices of II2, . form one symmetry class. This gives one more proof of the well-known statement that II2, n is simple.
Example 5.4. It was proven in [7] (see also [5] ) that Hm, m + 1 :am, m + 1 : Tm,ra + 1, and this polytope is simple. All its vertices are very simple (see the Introduction). Nevertheless, in this case not every support can be transformed into a support of diagonal type by a permutation of rows and columns.
Example 5.5. Consider the polytope I-I3, 5. It was shown in Example 3.12 of [-7] that the vertices of 1-13, 5 form six symmetry classes. We use the notation of [7] , where these classes were denoted by the letters A, B, C, D, E, and P. ( 400 ) 2 6 2 . 004
The equations of simple facets from Theorem 0.1 take the form x~.j + x~,j, = 9 for all possible choices of i, j, and j'. Using the results of Section 2, it is easy to see that all these vertices are very simple. Therefore, 1-13, 5 is simple. Example 5.6. Consider the polytope H3, 6. As shown in Proposition 3.13 of [7] , it is not simple. However, we will show that every support face of [13, 6 contains a very simple vertex. By Example 3.12 of [7] , there are four symmetry classes of support faces of H3.6. They were referred to in [7] as types 1-4. The support face of type 1 contains the pointed diagonal vertex, and the support face of type 2 contains the diagonal vertex. It can be shown that the remaining two types do not contain vertices of diagonal type. Permuting rows and columns, we can choose support sets of these types so that vertices given by their lexicographicaUy first matching fields have the form: Type 3:
(1 6310 ( 7300 3 7 7 3 . 0 0 3 7
The equations of simple facets are Xi,g + xi, i, = 16 and xi.j + xi,j, + x~,j,, = 19. Using the results of Section 2, it is easy to see that our two vertices are very simple. This implies that all support faces of II3, 6 have dimension 4, in accordance with the general conjecture.
Example 5.7. Consider the polytope 1-I4,6. As in the previous example, we exhibit a very simple vertex for a set of support faces representing all symmetry classes. A direct calculation along the lines of Example 3.12 of [7] shows that there are 13 different symmetry classes of support faces. In each case it is possible to choose a support face so that the lexicographically first matching field gives a very simple vertex (such a choice is not unique). Here is a list of these vertices. The equations of simple facets are xi. j + x~,j, = 14 and ~iEt.j~J x~.j = 27 for card(l) = 2, card(J) = 3. A tedious but totally routine calculation shows that all the above vertices are very simple. There are four vertices of diagonal type among them, namely, types 7, 8, 11, and 13; they correspond, respectively, to c = (3, 4, 5), (4, 5, 6) , (2, 6, 5) , and (2, 3, 4) (so the vertex of type 8 corresponds to the diagonal matching field, and that of type 13 to the pointed diagonal matching field). It is easy to show that the support faces of remaining nine types do not contain vertices of diagonal type.
Summarizing the results of the above examples we obtain the following. 
